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 '** Temper With Justice**

NIXON REPORTED
SHIELDING PASS

Deal Defended
By McLaren

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The chief government negotiator for the Paris peace talks, William P. Rogers, reported today that he has reached an agreement with the North Vietnamese on the issue of a cease-fire in Vietnam.

"We have an agreement," Mr. Rogers said in a statement. "The question now is whether the agreement can be announced."

Mr. Rogers said that the agreement had been reached during recent talks in Paris, where he said the United States had been represented by Ambassador William A. Ralston.

The agreement, Mr. Rogers said, was based on a proposal by the North Vietnamese that a cease-fire be declared immediately.

Mr. Rogers said that the agreement would be announced "as soon as possible." He added that he expected the agreement to be announced "within the next few days."
Police Pay Considered Low

National Briefs

Rhodesia Ore Reaches U.S.

Vietnam Report Kept Secret

Pressing The Flesh

Wiring, Bonding, Insulation

White House Services Held

Rich Escape Income Taxes

Safety, Pollution Devices Curtailed

Minority Business Endorsed

Prison Violence Renewed

Food Stamp Mike Drafted

Why a $2,000 Volkswagen costs a lot less than any other $2,000 car.

Harris

Listening to the logic. Give or take a few dollars, most new economy cars are priced just about the same these days.

A round $2,000. But come trade in time, a word fits in here. Some are worth more to you than others.

And based on what's happened in the past 3 or 4 years, no one is worth more cash than you remember.

The Volkswagen Beetle.

So the real price you pay for a car is the difference between what you pay now and what you get back later, when you sell it.

Anyhow, take a good look at the chart on the right.

And please be careful. It's something to say today.
Hughes Pullout Plans Denied

Tareyton is Better. Charcoal is Why.

Top of TV

GOSSIP COLMAN

Police Bust O.C. Smith

Mathis Featured With Symphony

Fun Poked In Annual Scandals

Scout's Drive In The Bag

Central State's Revue Slated

Easter Seals Promoted

Telethon Offers Sooner Sound

The Reunion Gang (Cont'd)

The Midnight Earl

Dear Marlon, Keep Mumbling
Americans in Space: The First Decade

In 1965 President John F. Kennedy set a goal for America in space: "I believe we should go to the moon... before this decade is out," he said.

On February 20, 1963, John Glenn became the first American and the second human to orbit the earth. Our physical trip to the moon had begun. In the years since, America's space program has been the source of jubilation and tragedy, struggle and sacrifice, success and failure.

As America enters its second decade in space, we have thoughts running through our minds for the future we would be wise to keep in mind that not only the joy of the past but the frustrations as well will be magnified many times.
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Winter Ends On Mild Note

Jacklin’s Par Putt Wins Title

2 Freak Goals Topple Blazers

Zamora Hopes To Gain Some Notoriety

It’s Homecoming For Card Coach

He’ll Play A Long Way From Home

Maverick
The taste cigarette.

It’s changing a lot of minds about the taste of filter cigarettes. Look out Marlboro! Look out Viceroy! Look out Winston!

Sears
Automatic Service & Pest Control
Preparation for bed & breakfast
Call 332-2369 for your estimate.

A new service

Remember Last Fall: Cost About $75.

Vital Statistics

Swedish Report Glossary

Chinese Find Huge Tombs

Oil States Demand Participation

Meeting Set By Rotary

EXTRA SPECIAL BUYS!

Maverick

Mr. Phil’s Shoes
(932) 2101

Mr. Phil’s Boots
Cowboy Boots
Cowboy Moccasins

Mr. Phil’s Shoes
(932) 2101

Mr. Phil’s Boots
Cowboy Boots
Cowboy Moccasins
Checking Keeps Blazer In Lineup

First Vida Blue, Next The Pope?

Blue Quitting Baseball
An Historical Bloopers

Mann Wins
By 2 Shots

Let the expert mechanics at
Firestone
GIVE YOUR CAR A LIFT
THIS SPRING!

Olivares Beaten
In Eight Rounds

Sooners, OSU On Road

Black Golfers Disagree On Progress

McDowell Lifts Giants Past Cubs

Exposito, Orr Fuel Bruins Rout Spartans Off To Fast Start

Putnam City Struggling

Putnam City Tops Duncan Track List

OU Golf Meet Opens

City Gymnasts Win Regional Honors

Classroom Teacher Gets Golf Honor

A 2000 MARCH 15, 1975
It's 'King Arthur' Watson at Chalet

It's 'King Arthur'

"To King Arthur," says Watson, "I think it's about time to start thinking about the flower show. It's going to be held in the spring."

Busing Works In Mississippi

By DAVID RODGERS

Jackson, Miss.--Busing Works Here

In the heart of the capital city of Mississippi, where the issue of busing has been a hot topic for years, a new plan has been announced. It is a plan that would allow students to attend school in their own communities, regardless of race. The plan was introduced by the city's mayor, who said it would help to bring the city together.

Almost Respectable

Gus Hall Runs Again

Troy, Ala.--Gus Hall, the controversial preacher, is running for office again. He is running for the city council in his hometown of Troy. This is his third attempt to run for office. He lost the last two elections.

MANY MEN ARE OUTSPOKEN BY THEIR WIVES

Your Money's Worth

Airlines Offering Bargains

By JILL'S PHOTO

Several airlines are offering special deals on flights. The deals are available for a limited time, so passengers are encouraged to book their flights as soon as possible.

Roman Romeos Invade Vatican

ROME, Italy--A group of Romeos, or Roman Catholic bridegrooms, have invaded the Vatican. The group is made up of men who are planning to marry their partners in Rome. They are expected to arrive in Rome this week.

OPEN HOUSE

ALL NEW TOTAL ELECTRIC MODEL HOMES

Ready For Your Inspection. 4000 Block, Shadybrook Dr.

Card of Thanks

SPECIAL HOME--MORE SCHOOLS

CALL 3157

SYRAUNC Additions

CALL 3157
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Who Made The Best Deal In ITT Merger Settlement?

NEW YORK — When news first broke on the weekend that International Telephone and Telegraph had made a $1.8 billion settlement with the Justice Department — the largest-ever settlement by the ITT — it was widely assumed that the company would be the beneficiary of this move. ITT had long been regarded as a company that was consistently overcharging its customers, and many believed that the settlement was a victory for consumer interests.

However, while the settlement was clearly a win for consumers, it was also a significant blow to the company’s bottom line. ITT had long been known for its aggressive marketing strategies, and many believed that the company would be unable to recover from the settlement.

The settlement forced ITT to make significant changes to its business practices, and the company was forced to pay out a large sum of money to its customers. While this was undoubtedly a blow to the company, it also served as a reminder of the importance of fair business practices.

In the end, the settlement was a mixed blessing for both ITT and its customers. While the company was forced to make significant changes to its business practices, it was also able to avoid the potentially devastating consequences of a full-blown legal battle.

You can Believe in Humpty’s Early Weeks SPECIALS!!

Amplon Nylon PANTY HOSE

2 SIZES FIT ALL - ASSORTED SHAD

SWIFT’S PREMIUM PRO-TEN ROUND STEAK

LEARN AND TRY TO MAKE YOUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEED SATISFACTION ON SWIFT’S PREMIUM PRO TENDER BIRD.

CUT YOUR BILLS FROM THE DUMBO DIGIMON FIELDS OF CALIFORNIA WITH THE PERFECT BASE FOR YOUR OWN DUMBO.

California ICEBERG LETTUCE

15c EA.


The Store you can believe in for low prices and Superior Quality!

The Proud Bird With the Golden Tail

A lover gives the most precious gift of all: love. It is a feeling that cannot be bought or sold, but rather must be earned through actions and words.

Dr. Richard Bunker

Parley Set On Transport

STELLAR WATCH — The future of the Aquarius is uncertain, with the spacecraft expected to reach Mars in 1973. The mission, however, will be a significant step forward for mankind.

Another view of the Aquarius floating through the galaxy.

It is the proud bird with the golden tail.
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